KABUL - In July 2015 the EU Delegation to Afghanistan launched a high-level consultation in Kabul for the upcoming consultative assembly in 2016.

The consultation committee is illegal, introduced of new commission- ers and the like,” said Ahmad Yusufi, head of IEC. Meanwhile, Nuristani stated that the commission will announce the date of Parliamentary election next week and the government is obliged to provide the election resources.

Parliamentary Election

The communities, through elected CDCs, themselves are the Implementing Partners.

II. Qualification Requirements:

- A minimum of 6 years of experience in Government at a senior/advisor level in Afghanistan is considered preferable.

- Excellent oral and written communication skills are required.

- Must have a good command of computer applications.

- Proven ability to work independently, as well as part of a team.

- Ability to work in a fast-paced environment.

- Strong analytical, problem-solving and report writing skills.

- Good time management and organizational skills.

- Ability to think creatively and innovatively.

- Ability to prioritize and manage multiple tasks.

- Experience in Government at a senior/advisor level in Afghanistan is considered preferable.

- At a minimum, a master’s degree in project management and/or a related field is required. An academic degree in similar disciplines is acceptable.

- A minimum of 2 years of experience in working with USAID, EU, Helmand 2015, Afghan Businessmen Attend Punjab Int’l Expo

KABUL - Ministry of Rural Rehabilitation & Development (MRRD): National Solidarity Program (NSP)

Kabul’s Air Pollution at Alarming Levels

UN Envoy Lauds Iran’s Role in Afghanistan Development

MOSCOW - Large shipments of Afghan oil have been transshipped to the Baltic States and on to the ports of Russia’’s Federal Control, citing the traffic of oil coincides with the trafficking of narcotics, only they are being sold to different directions. If Afghan heroin is being trafficked through Turkic territory and further on to the most Northern Baltic states such as Estonia, then on to the European Union, there is a flow into Turkey. Viktor Ivanov told journalists. Mohammad Mustafa Rasheen of IEC.

ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF AFGHANISTAN:

Islamic Republic of Afghanistan: Ministry of Rural Rehabilitation & Development (MRRD): National Solidarity Program (NSP)

Iraq is an important neighbor and one of the most important neighbors of Afghanistan and we believe it has a significant role in regards to the economic development of the war-torn countries.

UN Envoy Lauds Iran’s Role in Afghanistan Development

UN Envoy Lauds Iran’s Role in Afghanistan Development

"In this case, the trafficking of oil resources management and training, management information systems, public communications (together called "Support Departments") and community development, engineering, PR management, and monitoring and evaluation (together called "Program Departments"). Outside the Headquarters, the Directorate directly oversees the Ministry’s 32 Regional Offices, 34 Provincial Economic Affairs Units (PEAs), 2,072 District Economic Affairs Units (DEAs), 21,000 Community Development Councils (CDCs) and one private firm that run the NSP’s Facilitating Partners (FPs). The communities, through elected CDCs, themselves are the Implementing Partners.

III. Responsibilities and the Responsibilities of the Operations Advisor

A. NSP Strategic & Operational Framework:

- Assist the Director of Operations in strategic management of the program by outlining medium and short term program implementation plans – this includes, but is not limited to, advising on the design of special projects, roll-outs of new budgets and work plans.

- Support the operations directorate in the last year of NSP III implementation, closing and ensure that all operational issues are flagged and resolved in a timely manner.

- Complete tasks, monitor, and report to the NSP management on adherence to the NSP III closure plans. Make revisions to the work and budget plans as per actual implementation progress on the ground.

- Support NSP management to prepare the Client’s (MRRD’s) Implementation Completion Report (ICR) for the NSP III.

- Work closely with the Director of Operations in preparing, reviewing and providing feedback on proposed policies, proposals and project documents submitted to the Directorate of Operations; provide key inputs and where necessary lead on the development of similar items by the Directorate of Operations.

- Analyze the operational components of the program and highlight strengths and challenges in an ongoing manner; develop comprehensive recommendations upon request to the Director of Operations on how to leverage the current and past budgets to the highest effect.

- Compile inputs from FPs and field offices and prepare Operational Manual revisions for NSP III if required.

- Complete Task list is available in the NSP and ACRB Website.

II. Qualification Requirements

- Academic Qualifications: At a minimum, a master’s degree in project management and/or a related field is required. A PhD in a relevant field is preferable.

- Work Experience: A minimum of 6 years of direct operations experience is large scale and large budget development programs is required. At least 2 years of experience in the design programs related to CDD, local government, working in high risk areas, rural development and/or service delivery equipment is required. Prior experience in Government at a senior/advisor level in Afghanistan is considered preferable.

- Previous applicants should NOT re-apply.

- Submission of Expression of Interest

- Expressions of interest (EoI) must be delivered to the address below or by E-Mail to the ID below before no later than 11 December 2015. The one page Subject line of the email or the cover letter of the EoI should refer to the position being applied for by title and by the reference number stated in this document. No telephone inquiries will be entertained.

- Previous applicants should NOT re-apply.

- Afghan Businessmen Attend Punjab Int’l Expo

KABUL - Embassy of India in Kabul in partnership with Peshawar Chamber of Commerce and Industry (PCCI) and Peshawar Chamber of Commerce and Industries (PCHCI) facilitated the participation of a delegation of 20 Afghan businessmen from Afghanistan to attend a buyer sellers meet in conjunction to Punjab Internation Expo held in America from October 31 – November 2, 2015.

Uloom Praises Special Forces Following Embassy Attack

KABUL - Minister of Interior, Abdul Rahman drops a bomb on Monday afternoon by announcing that the Afghan Special Forces will take their revenge efforts to eliminate the insurgents who attacked the Spanish Embassy compound last week.

Recent Attacks a ‘Slap in the Face of Peace Process’: HPC

KABUL – Cronkite, ABC’s anchor Sunday that any move which causes a threat is “a slap in the face of peace process”, referring to recent attacks that hit Afghan cities last week. Last week, Kabul-Islamabad agreed to restart the stalled peace talks with the Taliban following the announcement of a peace agreement.

EU Celebrates Afghan Heroes by Launching 2016 Calendar

KABUL – EU Delegation to Afghanistan launched the Afghan Heroes Calendar on Friday 15 December 2015 in a ceremony attended by the Afghan Prime Minister and the Afghan Ambassador to Pakistan. The Afghan President. The ceremony took place in the Afghan embassy compound last week.
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